Institute of Scientific Instruments of the ASCR, v.v.i., Královopolská 147, 612 64 Brno, Czech Republic Instrument and methodology is presented for very low energy scanning transmission electron microscopy. The detector system provides simultaneous acquisitions of total reflected and transmitted electron fluxes. Introductory experiments incorporated examination of ultrathin foils of gold, carbon and graphene flakes. Extremely sensitive thickness contrast obtained at units of eV is demonstrated. The phenomenon of electron transmissivity apparently exceeding 100% owing to the contribution of secondary electrons released near to the exit surface is described and discussed.
Introduction
Reflected electrons are usually used for imaging of bulk specimens in the scanning electron microscope (SEM). Low energy secondary electrons (SE) and high energy backscattered electrons (BSE) provide specific information about the topography and material composition of the structures, respectively. The primary beam energies (PE) of tens of keV have been traditionally used for sample inspection. At these energies the interaction volume of incident electrons inside the target is of the order of tens of mm in size so that we collect information from locations far away from the possible primary beam spot size, which is usually near to or even below 1 nm. Nowadays, all major producers of the SEM offer special correctors of aberrations of the lenses, enabling one to operate at the primary beam energies down to 100 eV and to preserve a small spot size at energy so low that the interaction volume dimension is of the same order of magnitude as the probe size. This development has provided new surface sensitive methods of observation of bulk samples (see e.g.
Ref. 1)).
For sufficiently thin samples the transmitted electrons offer themselves as an examination tool. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with PE in hundreds of keV is a widely used technique since the origin of electron microscopy in general. At present already individual atoms can be reliably imaged with the front edge devices. Very often, in particular with light element composed noncrystallinic samples, i.e. the living matter samples, the resolution is limited by the low image contrast. It has been a well known fact for more than forty years that the contrast increases for decreasing PE, 2) but it was difficult to design the electron optical column for a high resolution mode. Only recently we have had TEM operating down to several keV at high resolution, 3) and thus light element composed, unstained samples like polymers or organic molecules can be observed. 4, 5) In addition to the directly imaging TEM devices, the scanning TEM (STEM) version has existed for decades within the same PE range with not very frequently met dedicated devices but with many STEM attachments to the TEM. More recently, even standard SEMs with PE up to 30 keV are equipped with detectors, the ''bright'' and the ''dark'' field ones, of transmitted electrons, inserted to below the specimen like in a dedicated STEM. 6) A STEM with PE of about 30 keV requires thinner samples and electrons are scattered to larger angles. With further decreasing PE the penetration of electrons drops down to values making the preparation of the samples difficult.
Still, a lot of measurements have been made in the low energy electron transmission (LEET) mode with the electron energy even below tens of eV. The current transmitted through the specimen surface, i.e. the so called absorbed current in the terminology of electron microscopists, is measured as a function of the landing energy of electrons. For some overviews see e.g. works Ref. 7) or Ref. 8) , demonstrating observability of the energy band gaps in the low energy electron transmission signals from graphite, namely from the highly oriented pyrolitic graphite that consists of an oriented polycrystal with the basal planes parallel to the surface. Based on these works, it is commonly understood that the main features of the low energy electron transmission phenomena observed with thick films are related to the conduction band density of states. Caron et al. studied electron transmission through dirty surfaces in the low-energy spectroscopy.
9) The electron transport in solids is a fundamental process so a new type of spectroscopy can become available in this way. However, this technique has not been applied to the electron microscopy yet. Several works deal with the point-projection electron microscopy, [10] [11] [12] focusing on studying uncoated and unstained macromolecules.
The aim of this work is to test the possibilities of imaging thin foils with transmitted electrons at low (below several hundreds of eV) and very low (below 50 eV) energies in the SEM equipped with cathode lens (CL) 1) and a detector of transmitted electrons positioned below the specimen. Not only measurement of multiple signal components is available in this system but also imaging of the target at a high lateral resolution can be obtained throughout the full energy scale, say from several keV down to or even below the zero landing energy, converting then itself to the mirror microscopy mode. Reflected signals and images as complementary information sources are obtainable, too. The inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of electrons in solids shortens with decreasing PE and exhibits a minimum of about 1 nm around the energy of 50 eV but below this threshold it rapidly increases again. 13, 14) Consequently, there is a hope in deep penetration of very slow electrons into targets, allowing even to extend the STEM mode down to lowest energies. However, the elastic mean free path (EMFP) keeps shortening even at units of eV, albeit in strong material dependence, so the applicability of the very low energy STEM is likely to be sample specific. It is worth seeking for a sample transparent at very low energies with the transmitted signal ''modulated'' by elastic scattering events.
Our main purpose is to study the reflectivity and especially the transmissivity of free standing thin foils. Two-dimensional atomic crystals like the graphene 15) can be well transparent at very low energies and even the individual atomic layers can be imaged. The graphene is nowadays in the centre of interest because of its excellent electrical and mechanical properties. 16, 17) The electronic structure of the graphene in-situ grown on a substrate has been studied by several authors (e.g. Refs. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ). Also the graphene serving as a free standing foil for support of the sample in a high energy TEM [23] [24] [25] has been reported but no images and measurements of this material have been made in the transmitted mode at very low electron energies.
Experiment

Experimental set up
The experiments were made in the ultrahigh vacuum SEM of our own design, with the residual pressure in the specimen vicinity of 10 À10 mbar. The instrument ( Fig. 1 ) consists of three vacuum chambers of which one is intended for observation of the specimen, the second for in-situ preparation procedures and the third chamber is the loading space of the air lock. The observation chamber is equipped with a twolens field emission gun with an all-electrostatic electron column and an electronically variable aperture (FEI Comp.). The energy range of primary electrons spans the interval from 1 to 25 keV with the ultimate resolution limit of 12 nm at 25 keV and 0.1 nA beam current (which can be increased up to 100 nA). In order to secure a high resolution down to lowest energies, we have incorporated the cathode lens into the specimen region (Fig. 2) .
1) The negatively biased specimen forms the cathode of the cathode lens while the anode on the ground potential is formed by the detector of the reflected electrons above the specimen, which consists of a coaxial bored single crystal YAG (yttrium-aluminium garnet) disc of the outer/inner diameter of 10/0.3 mm, finely movable along all three axes. The detector of transmitted electrons is based on a semiconductor PIN structure, held again on the ground potential. Primary beam electrons of high energy (usually around 10 keV) are retarded toward the specimen by its negative bias to their final landing energy (E L ), while the signal electrons are collimated and accelerated to both detectors. In this way, high collection efficiency as well as high amplification of the detectors is secured down to very low energies. The resolution of 26 nm at 10 eV was obtained in this set up.
26)
Tested specimens
Three samples have been used for simultaneous observation in the transmitted as well as the reflected mode at low and very low energies.
A gold foil 3 nm thick was manufactured by the magnetron sputtering on a flat glass covered by a disaccharide layer. The disaccharide was dissolved in distilled water, dropped on the glass, dried and covered with gold. Then, the disaccharide layer was again dissolved in water and the gold foil was unstuck on the Quantifoil (a commercially available thin holey carbon foil).
27)
The transparency of a graphene flake 15) as a two dimensional crystallinne structure was tested, too, namely for the purposes of the supporting biological macromolecules to be imaged by in-line holography with low energy electrons. 10) A carbon film 3 nm thick, deposited on a gilded holey carbon foil placed on a copper grid, was investigated as the ultimate specimen. 
Results
In order to evaluate the influence of the specimen on electron optical properties of the system, the Quantifoil 27) itself was imaged in the reflected mode at low and very low energies. It has to be taken into account that the specimen forms part of the final objective lens and the holes in the free standing foil immersed into a strong electrostatic field form micro lenses capable of influencing the final quality of the image. Figure 3 shows images of the Quantifoil, i.e. the 12 nm thick carbon foil with regularly distributed circular holes of 2 mm in diameter and a 3 mm pitch, lying on a copper grid of 25 mm period. Obviously, the images were recorded without any deterioration of their geometry. Moreover, from the contrast behaviour we learned that, according to the expectations, at PE of 10 keV the 12 nm carbon foil was well transparent. Thus, the free standing Quantifoil remained invisible and only a weak contrast revealed the carbon foil lying on the copper supporting grid. A strong contrast between the copper substrate and the holey carbon foil was visible at the landing energy of 1200 eV, while nearly no contrast appeared again between these two materials at 60 eV. One might conclude that at 60 eV the carbon foil became fully transparent but because the free standing part of the foil continued to be visible, the explanation of the contrast absence should be based on equal total electron yields of these two materials at the given impact energy. Figure 4 shows transmissivity of the 3 nm gold foil deposited in the right part of the field of view on the 12 nm thick carbon Quantifoil. The layer was prepared by magnetron sputtering and the thickness of the gold layer was derived from measurements of X-ray diffraction on the multilayers deposited in an identical procedure. The transmissivity of the gold layer was compared for the landing energies of 10 eV and 3000 eV. In both cases the layer was transparent but at 3000 eV nearly no details were observable inside the holes while at 10 eV strong signal differences revealed local variations in transmissivity, most probably connected with the thickness variations within the range of units of atomic levels.
Graphene 15) was studied in the reflected as well as in the transmitted mode and examples of the images are shown in Fig. 5 for the low landing energy of 317 eV, where the maximum transmissivity was measured, and for the very low landing energy of 2 eV. The primary beam energy was 6 keV in both cases. The contrast obtained in the reflected mode helped us interpret the contrast obtained with the transmitted electrons. Strong contrasts appeared in the transmitted mode at 317 eV between the places where various numbers of the graphene layers overlapped, while in the reflected signal the rather low contrast only served to verify the presence of graphene in all sites. Even at 2 eV variations in the transmitted signal were apparent between different numbers of graphene layers while in the reflected mode we could see relatively a high signal again and the contrast even weaker than before. Fig. 3 Micrographs of the Quantifoil (12 nm carbon foil with holes of 2 mm diameter and 3 mm pitch, lying on a 25 mm period copper grid) imaged in the reflected mode. The primary beam energy was 10 keV and the cathode lens switched off (left image) while for middle and right images the PE was 6 keV and the sample was biased in order to obtain the landing energies marked. 
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The series of images of the 3 nm carbon foil, both in the reflected and in the transmitted mode, is shown in Fig. 6 , and the measured transmissivity of the same sample is seen in Fig. 7 . Figure 6 clearly shows the foil transparent down to the lowest energies. The missing part of the carbon foil (in the shape of ''7'') enables to compare the transmissivity of an empty hole in the supporting foil with that covered with the carbon foil under examination. Surprisingly enough, the transmitted mode micrograph at 355 eV made the empty holes darker, which indicated the carbon foil transmissivity . This is illustrated in more detail in the transmissivity vs. energy curve in Fig. 7 . The explanation of this phenomenon is to be sought in the energy dependence of the SE yield. For carbon, the BSE () and SE () yields are known from plenty of experiments, albeit with a quite significant dispersion in the data connected with the differences in the specimen treatment and the vacuum conditions in the particular experiments, and also multiple simulated results are available, again differing according to the mathematical model used in simulations. Altogether, max varies within 10-30% and max usually amounts to 80-100% (see e.g. Refs. [28] [29] [30] ). Although any calculation of the electron energy value, providing the maximum transmissivity over 100%, would suffer from the data uncertainty mentioned, the qualitative explanation of the effect is quite straightforward. The maximum SE yield in any reflected electron flux appears where a balance is achieved between the SE generation growing with increasing impact energy of primary electrons and their escape rate decreasing owing to the interaction volume extending into the target depth. Statistically, every primary electron releases multiple SE in isotropic angular distribution but only a part of them is directed toward the surface and even succeeds in passing to the surface barrier and in surmounting it.
At very low energies the SE generation rate is negligible so in the transmission mode the incident electrons penetrate the specimen either without any elastic scattering or after a low angle event while the rest are reflected because of a large angle event or multiple scattering events. With increasing impact energy the EMFP extends but IMFP shortens so the SE generation is gradually enhanced. At certain energy the balance producing maximum SE emission is achieved like in the reflected mode, only the emitting surface is the bottom one for a free standing foil. In this situation, the layer below the exit surface of the foil, of a thickness corresponding to the SE escape depth, is filled to the maximum density of SE released by the primary electrons penetrating to or passing through this layer. Naturally, a majority of the transmitted signal consists of the ''incoherent'' SE contribution so that use of this signal for examination of the electronic and/or crystalline structure of the sample is doubtful.
Let us notice that the SE contribution to the STEM signals is naturally present in all versions of the STEM, i.e. also in all primary energy ranges used, but sometimes it may escape attention. In our case the interpretation aid, preventing one from overlooking the phenomenon, was the unrealistic value of transmissivity over 100%.
Discussion
The first series of images of free standing thin foils of gold and carbon were obtained in the transmitted mode at landing energies from several keV down to 2 eV with a lateral resolution from 15 nm up to 30 nm using a detector positioned below the specimen. The samples continued to be transparent even at these very low energies. The maximum transmissivity (even higher than 100%) was measured for multiple samples at the landing energies around 400 eV. This effect was explained on the basis of secondary electron emission released with primary electrons penetrating sufficiently near to the exit surface of the foil. The optimum energy for transmissivity of the graphene was tested, too, aiming at its use as a transparent support of biological macromolecules to be imaged by holography with low energy electrons.
10) It seems that this optimum energy ranges in units of eV.
Reflected imaging was used as a complementary technique facilitating the interpretation of the contrast acquired with the transmitted electrons.
Introduction of the cathode lens mode in the SEM enables one to acquire (possibly simultaneously) images in the reflected as well as in the transmitted signals down to very low electron energies (even in fractions of eV) with a high collection efficiency and high amplification of the detectors. The first experiments with observation of free-standing ultrathin films have revealed very high contrast, which is likely of the thickness origin but influence of other local parameters as e.g. the inner potential can be expected and needs further examination. If a multichannel detector of transmitted electrons will be employed, anizotrophy of the transmitted flux becomes accessible, which enables one to map the spatial distribution of the local density of states. Study of penetration of very slow electrons through thin films may open the way to technological applications concerning use of suitable conductive films as the core elements of a new type of correctors of the electron-optical aberrations 31) or as supports e.g. for macromolecules to be individually observed by electrons.
10)
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